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Politics in North Dakota are
building toward their mid-sum-

The Republican convention I will
be a much livelier J affair.
Republicans have three very
interesting convention battles on
their agenda--and they'll lose no
time getting into them.

mer crescendo.
By
this date in August,
candidates will have been named
and challenges issued.
The
election campaign will be underway. Each of the political parties
will send its candidates--called
standard bearers, perhaps in
nostalgic reference to the days
when these contests were settled
with broadax and long bow--to

meet the choices of the other
party on the battleground of our
newspaper pages and our television screens.
In September, we'll be allowed
to bless the parties's choices at a
primary election and at November's general election we'll
elevate some of the candidates to
the status of office holders.
This year we may be merely
allowing many to continue to bear
that title since every incumbent,
save two and One may change hfs
mind, is a candidate for re-election.
But all of this won't get
underway until late summer. We
have some preliminaries to get
through yet.
Chief of these are the state
party conventions. The Democrats will hold theirs in Bismarck
June 24 through 26 (Thursday
through Saturday). Republicans
will gather in Fargo July 8 , 9 and
10.

The questions to be decided at
these conventions are surprisingly few. although Republicans can
look forward to some e ndorseme nt fights. Both parties will
have issues debates.
In the
fractious Democratic Party. discussion of the platform will take a
great deal of time. Arguments
about individual rights, like abortion, and resources, like Garrison
Diversion and coal development,
have enlivened Democratic conventions for the past several
election years.
Republicans neatly avoid these
arguments by adopting a 'statement of principles.' This allows
them to be philosophical without
being specific. It reduces the
time needed for debate on issues
and it mollifies all segments of
the party, which is equally as
contentious as the Democratic.
In a sense, Democrats are
fortunate that they like a good
issues fight.
The platform is
like ly to be the only squabbling
the unruly bunch can do this year.
That's because Democrats find
themselves with an unusually
large number of members in
elective office. Every one of them
wants to stay there.

Once
around
the
ballot:
Politics

in the
SUilllller

of '76
by M ike Jacobs

On the first day of their
gathering. Republicans
will
choose delegates to their national
convention--and their decision
may affect the outcome of the
race between Ronald Reagan and
Gerald Ford for the Presidential
nomination. Republicans must
also endorse a candidate to
oppose Quentin Burdick, who has
16 years tenure in the U.S.
Senate, and one to challenge
Arthur A. Link, who has been in
office four years. Neither of these
contests has been decided and
both will provide Republicans
opportunities for strategy and
bombast.
Here, to help you savor North
Dakota's polltica1 sauce, is a
guide to election contests. We'll
start at the top of the ballot. with
the President of the United
States, and we'll wander through
14 constitutional offices, e nding
with the North Dakota Superintendent of Public Instruction.

PIIIIIDt
North Dakotas 13 delegate
votes (10 full and six half votes)
at the National Democratic Convention aren't very significant.
The Democratic candidate has
been chosen in the pre-convention primary states and through
endorsements from national political powers.
He is Jimmy
Carter, formerly governor of
Georgia. Carter has a substantial
following in North Dakota. His
s tate campaign manager, Gary
Williamson of Minot, thinks he'll
take nearly all of the state's
delegate votes. There are other
possibilities, however. Arizona
Congressman Morris Udall, who
has abandoned his fight for the
nomination, may get several.
California Gov. Jerry Brown, still
an active candidate. may. too.
Uncommitted Hubert Humphrey,
still the darling of many Democratic honchoes, may also get a
de legate or two. It's possible that
some of the •nate's delegation will
go to New York Citv--thc national
convention
site--uncommitted.
Delegate Lucy Malusky from
Bismarck--she works in the State
Tax Department--has called for a
' liberal caucus' to send issue
oriented delegates to the national
convention.

Next page, please
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Politics
The Republican race is more
interesting--and

North

to it. This should not prove
especially difficult and the betting
is that Reagan can get at least an
even split of the delegation.

Dakota

may be crucial to its outcome.
Only one state, New Mexico,
chooses its national convention
delegates later than North Dakota
In a I close race, the state's 18
delegates to the national convention could be criticallyJ important.
Because of this, both Ford and
Reagan may choose to appear at
the convention. Reagan, at least,
is expected.
The Republican
split their
state convention into 'legal' and

'endorsing' sessions. The legal
session which chooses delegates
to the national convention is on

Thursday July 8. If the national
candidates come to North Dakota
seeking delegates, that's the day
they'll choose.
Reagan's brand of conservatism is popular in North Dakota
and Gerald Ford is not. Farmers
blame his embargo on shipments
of grain to Russia and Poland for
a precipitous decline in the price
of a bushel of wheat during the
summer of 1975.
Nevertheless, Republican Party
leaders in North Dakota are
working for Ford.
Both the
members of the national committee, Geridee Wheeler of Bismarck
and Ben Clayburgh of Grand
Forks, are Ford backers. A
Reagan victory in North Dakota
would embarrass them-and Sec:
retary of Interior Thomas Kleppe,
a Ford appointee. Former North
Dakotan Kleppe (he was once
mayor of Bismarck and served in
the U.S. Congress) has been in
the state three times this\ spring.
Each time--though his excuse for
the visits was ceremony--he has
sought support for Ford. Kleppe
and the enshrined Republican
leadership in the state had hoped
to deliver the entire state delegation to the President.
Ford has some advantage because his supporters will be in
control of the convention. They'll
nominate the delegate
slate.
Reagan backers will have to add

A third party, the American,
has earned a position on the
state's election ballot, and two
more, the Socialist Workers and
the People's Party, are seeking
ballot spots.
The Libertarian
Party may also attempt to get its
slate on the general election
ballot.
None of these are
expected to affect the outcome of
the election, however. It's been
40 years since the Socialists made
an appreciable showing in a state
election--though they were once a
major political party, especially in
the northwestern counties. The
American Party captured about
two per cent of the vote in North
Dakota in 1968, when George
Wallace was its candidate.
Here, based on nothing but
observation, are my feelings
about the election:
Reagan
would run a stronger race in
North Dakota than 'Ford, but
Jimmy Carter may become the
fourth Democrat in this century to
carry the state.
Remember, these are not predictions.

1111n
The race for Quentin Burdick's
Senate seat has grown more
interesting through the addition
of a second Republican candidate
and the threat of an independent
candidacy by a prominent but
disaffected Democrat.
Burdick has not announced his
intention to run. That's no
surprise. He generally saves that
news for the convention itself.
The announced
Republican
candidates are Robert Stroup of
Hazen and Russell Thane of
Wahpeton. Thane is a conservative grain and sugar beet grower.
Stroup is a banker and former
lumberman.

page 2
The independent is George
Sinner of Casselton, a close friend
of former Governor William L.
Guy. His campaign would be an
attempt to punish Burdick for
what Guy and his cronies consider
his inaction during the 1974
Senatorial election, which Guy
Jost to Republican Milton Young
by less than 300 votes. Sinner
was chairman of Guy's campaign
committee. Democratic loyalists
blame Burdick for two . reasons.
First, they ~rgue, he could have
persuaded his old friend, Jim
Jungroth, a Jamestown lawyer,
not to mount the independent
campaign which siphoned off
about 8,000 votes--more than
enough to elect Young. Second,
the loyalists say, Burdick didn't
take an active part in the
campaign. He limited his support
of Guy to pro forma endorsements.
Sinner, a former state legislator, once ran for the U.S.
Congress against Marie l Andrews.
In 1972. .he lost the Democratic
endorsement for governor to
Arthur A. Link after seven ballots
at the convention.

State Sen. Stroup clearly expects to be the candidate. He's
opened an office downstairs from
the party's state headquarters.
He's named chairmen of his
campaign committee:
Former
State Sen. Francis Butler of Fargo
and State Rep. Myron Atkinson of
Bismarck:. He's hired a staff--to
be directed by Charles lAGrave, a
29 year old lawyer from a
prominent Mandan Republican
family. And he's visited Washington, to attend a campaign
seminar sponsored by the party,
and met with President Gerald
Ford.

Thane
scences support to many Democrats, is committed, on paper at
least, to oppose Burdick. because
he's too old. The NDFU program
of policy and action calls for
elected officials to retire at age
65. Burdick is 67.

The Republican Party isn't
unhappy about any of this, of
course. Republican leaders concede that Burdick: is a formidable
candidate, but deny that he's
invincible. In fact, Republican
operatives are
talking about
Sinner suggests that his cam- starting the campaign with 40 per
paign is becoming less likely, that cent of the vote and building on
if it does occur, it would be that base.
directed against the style of
government in Washington rather
They've set aside a considerthan against Burdick: personally. able campaign fund.
Party
The Casselton Farmer may be Executive Director Dave Soma
acting on his own, but the said the effort to unseat Burdick:
possibility of Bill Guy's blessing may cost as much as $300,000--a
on his plans should be con- dollar a vote in North Dakota--and
sidered. Guy wrote Burdick a the budget won't be less than
four page letter urging him to $200,000.
follow the Jead of Montana's Mike
Mansfield, the U.S. Senate majority leader who chose to retire
this year.

The Wahpeton lawmaker cited
his "relative youth" --he is 49
while Stroup is 62--as a major
qualification for office.
He
described himself as "a hardworking farmer with legislative
experience and a lifetime of
knowledge in agriculture." Burdick, he said, is "a kindly
gentleman who once practiced
law."

Burdick enters this race without the wholehearted support of
two long time a11ies. as well. A
major power in Democratic politics, the rural electric cooperatives, have suggested that Bur·
dick stand aside. A member of
Basin Electric Power Cooperative's board of directors was
dispatched to Washington with
that message for the Senator.
The North Dakota Farmers Union, which offers behind the

The candidate said he couldn't
decide whether io support •
federal subsidy for coal gasification plants without more information. He conceded, however,
that ''the federal government has
an obligation and a role where
necessary to provide federal
dollars to develop certain industries for the good of the nation."
There may be "some merit
involved" in a subsidy to the
gasification industry--1ike that
now being considered by Congress--'·but it's not something to
come to a hasty conclusion on."

Stroup

Thane said he is a fiscal
conservative who believes in
"orderly development" of the
state's coal reserves. He maintained that the problems created
by resource development can be
solved here. "'I'm a firm believer
that states can best handle their
own affairs," he said.
"The
states really know best how to
administer programs.''

Thane said he worries about
North Dakota and "the chaos an
energy crunch could bring to our
state," and endorsed a federal
program to make solar energy
''practical.''
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But Thane has not conceded
that Stroup will be the endorsee.
"Anyone who involves himself in
the political process has to be
confident," Thane told a news
conference at which he announced his candidacy. "l fully expect
to get the endorsement.''

Moil to
Box 723, Mendon, North Dokota

Burdick, he said, has been a
"me too Senator" who has "not
initiated major legislation involving agricuhure." Instead, Burdick supports legislation introduced by "our own Republican
Mr. Wheat, Sen. Milton Young,''
Thane said.
"The issues that affect our
state are many," Thane said,
"yet it is remarkable how interrelated they are. For example,
agriculture and energy go hand in
hand in North Dakota.
One
speaks of the price of wheat aod
thinks of the cost or even the
availability of oil to produce the
wheat. Cattle, coal and grain are
interrelated in the western part of
North Dakota.''
Of national issues, Thane said
he favors"cutting the fat out of
the food stamp program .. .I be·
lieve a balanced national budget
and a sound fiscal policy are of
utmost importance ... Nationally
we have to match our spending
with our income. We can do it in
North Dakota and in Washington,
it's not all that much different. .. 1
believe in a strong national
Next page, please

Politics
defense.
I'd be opposed to
cutting anything in the defense
budget unless it was obviously
not necessary. '·
The Senate candidate said "I
believe in equal rights, justice
and opportunity for all." He said

he supports the Equal Rights
Amendment but thinks abortion
"as a means of birth control is

ridiculous.

I'm

opposed

to

anything involving abortion on
demand, but there are extenuating circumstance that might
make abortion permissable. ''

CtlCDII
Democrats have yet to find a
candidate to challenge Congressman Mark Andrews. State Sen.
Francis Barth of Solen--one of a
handful of holdovers who doesn't
have to face an election battle to
keep his legislative seat--has said
he's considering the race. Barth
has been under considerable
pressure from party leaders to
run for Congress.
A candidate search committee
deputized to find some one to run
approached at least a dozen
prominent Democrats--including
forn'ler Gov. Guy, Accounts and
Purchases Director Lloyd Om-

Andrewsis a formidable election
opponent. Since 1963, when he
was sent to Washington in a
special election--to fill the. unex-

pired term of Rep.

HJalmer

Nygard who died in office--~ndrews has won six successive
elections. He has defeated some
of the Democratic Party's most
illustrious members. In the first
Congressional race, he bested
North Dakota State University
English Ptofessor John Hove. In

1964, he defeated Guy protege
George Sinner. In 1966, he beat
State Sen. S.F. Hoffner; in 1968,
Public Service
Commissioner
Bruce Hagen; in 1970, Fargo
insurance man (and instant Democrat) James Brooks; in 1972,
Democratic Party Chairman Richard Ista and in 1974, Tax
Commissioner Byron
Dorgan.
Dorgan came as close as any man
ever has to beating Andrews for
Congress. He garnered 42 per
cent of the vote. Andrews h:is
lost only one election. In 1962.
he challenged William Guy for
the governorship. Guy nipped
him.
Democrats look back fondly on
that election--and they have encouraged
Guy to take on
Andrews again. But Guy has
refused.
Similarily, Andrews has refused to challenge Quentin Burdick, even though Republican

Party polls reportedly show that
the Congressman would win such
a contest rather easily.

... l obtained a unanimous resolution from the five state Old West
Regional Commission supporting
full funding for Garrison Diversion ... We were able to initiate the
first conference with Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and North Dakota
regarding water management of
the Souris Basin ... a vital cooperative effort ... ] called a conference
with the Corps of Engineers to
review and recommend a flood
plan for the Souris River ... The
governor's office e~tablished a
joint environmental impact study
of energy development in western

North Dakota through an important agreement with the Interior
Department... We have been able
to act positively in obtaining
disaster relief programs ... "
The governor said, "We have
goals to continue in the area of
human resources, too."
He
insisted, "We have been sensitive to human needs and
services.·'
Among
human
resource accomplishments of his
administration, Link listed a
Vietnamese Refuge Committee
which "has been unique in
bringing private and public agencies together to work on a
common goal,·' construction of
500 housing units for low income
families and "initiating coordination of volunteer services at the
state level." Link cited inaugeration of prograins "to develop
and continue coordinated, compassionate and economical delivery of services to meet the human
needs in our state" as a goal of a
second administration, if he wins
one.

•'•
~~

..

.

Melland

Reimers

Link bragged of his adminis·
tration 's action to establish a
personnel policy program for
state employes, efforts to assist
local communities in revenue
sharing, an efficiency review of
state government by the Depart·
ment of Accounts and Purchases,

Andrews
d~hl. Highway
Commissioner
Walter Hjelle, Senate Minority
Leader S.F. Hoffner of Esmond,
State Treasurer Walter Christianson and State Sens. John
Maher of Bowman and Don
Homuth of Fargo. Each refused.
Omdahl, once considered a likely
candidate. said he'd chosen notto
make the race "because I can't
afford it and neither can the
governor." Omdahl said he'd be
a political liability to Gov. Arthur
A. Link, who appointed him. It's
not good politics, Omdahl argued ,
to have an appointee on the
ticket--and on the job at the same
time.
Andrews, like Burdick, has not
yet announced his intentions.
He'll save his announcement for
the Republican convention.
The Congressman may be the
most successful politician North
Dakota has ever produced. The
lions of our past. men like Langer,
Nye and Lemke, won election by

keeping a large part of the
population angry with them--so
that a majority would side with
the m. Andrews, however, attempts to placate every voter.
The only exception I can think of
is Rich Madson, the most vocal
critic of the Garrison Diversion
Project, an Andrews favorite.
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In gubernatorial politics, things
look about the same as last t issue.
There has been a s ubtle change.
however. Arthur A. Link is now
officially a candidate. Of course,
everyone has assumed he would
be for more than a year. He made
the speculation official on June 18
at a news conference at the
governor's residence in
Bismarck. That news conference
was the toughest during his four
years in office. Newsmen concluded they were dealing with a
candidate, not a governor. They
reacted with tough questions.
The news conference took 80
minutes. four times the usual
length, and the governor was
called upon to justify the size of
his staff. the growth of the state
budget and the proliferation of
coal development in the state.
Link's prepared statement was
fu11 of boasting about his te nure
in office. "We have come a long
way in protecting the interests of
the people of North Dakota with
regard to mounting pressures for
energy development, ·' the gover·
nor said. "My policy has been
and continues to be to take a
strong and positive stand to
protect the 11atural and human
resources of our state while at the
same time sharing our resources
responsibly with the people of the
nation."
The Link administration sought
and obtained funds for research
in s trip mine land reclamation
and formed a Natural Resources
Council to deal with environmental issues, Link said. "The
Devils Lake Advisory Committee
provided an imporitant coordination and communication forum

North Dakota Advisory Board and
activities involving the North
Dakota American Revolution Bicentennial Commission and the
Old West Regional Commission."

Elkin

"I've continually watched for
ways to streamline government,"
Link said, citing his decision to
combine the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation and the State Park
Service under a single director.
He boasted of his work "which
was instrumental in securing
better air transportation from the
Red River Valley" and "to
establish overseas markets for
North Dakota agricultural products through meetings in J{l,pan
and a Middle Eastern Trade
Mission."

All of these efforts, he said.
were conducted in "a setting of
integrity, honesty, hard work and
sincerity. These arf\ the philosophies I be lieve in." He's a
candidate, he said, "because it's
essential for North Dakota state
government in th.is decade of
decision to maintain a continuity
with regard to important issues
like energy and environment. I
have a strong personal desire to
continue in this important effon."

Peterson

But reporters were waiting with
questions. What about increases
in the state's budget? It's up 80
per cent since you took office.
You said you'd streamline gov-

ernment. Why all these added
:osts? What about your own
staff? It's twice as large now as
two years ago. Your office budget
has doubled in four years.
"The salaries of state employes
are up," the governor said. " We
Next page, please
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Whomever the
Republican state" and called him "very that his ··vote getting record is
his response to the pressure for
coal development in the state. Party endorses will face a primary deliberative, terribly dedicated truly remarkable when you conReporters pressed for more s pec· challenge from Herb Geving, a and since re." The governor, he sider the fact that he has always
had to pick up two years just to
iftc definitions of the
policy. Mountrail County farmer/ rancher said, "has great depth of pur- run without the support of any
keep up with inflation atone: .. If
" That will come during the who served a single term in the pose."
party or group organization and in
it's possible to reduce a~ythmg,
campaign," Link said. The gov- State Senate. Geving has profact faced stiff organized part and
we'll reduce it. .. Streamhng governor insisted, however, that mised, but not yet delivered, an
The governor has been labeled special interst group opposition in
ernment and responding to the
Montana Dakota Utilities Com- energetic campaign. No doubt both bungling and indecisive by all of his races." Johanneson is
needs of the time are two
pany had reduced its permit he 's waiting to see who his his Republican opponents. San· popular in the West because he
different things.
Jn order to
application from two plants to one opponent will be.
stead said he rejects these served for four years as Sioux
adequately respond in our o~ce.
charges and will "very gladly County states attorney. In that
after pressure from the North
it's necessary to have skilled
There is an announced in- defend" Link against them.
position, he was active in a six
Dakota Water Commission, which
personnel and it's necessary to
county ' survival' group that re·
Link chairs, and that Michigan dependent candidate, as well. He
pay them commensurate w~th
is
Sylvan
Hubrig
of
Minot,
a
Sanstead
said
his
campaign
sisted plans to regionalize state
Wisconsin Pipe Line Company's
their abilities and on a par with
application had been reduced Teamsters Union official. He's would be tied to the governor's government.
others in state government. "
from 22 gasification plants to nominally a Democrat, but will and that he couldn't make any
The search for a candidate
one--and that one has been avoid both the convention and the estimate of its cost. His presence
How much are you going to
halved. "These are examples of primary to have his name placed on the ticket may strengthen other than Johanncson. who
spend on this campaign? Are ~ou
the WaterCommission being very, on the November general election Link's appeal, Sanstead said. He might takf" his effort to a primary
going to disclose your campaign
very careful and cautious," Link ballot. His running mate is Jan added, "The governor's got his fight. has not been an easy one.
fund sources?
Gerhardt of Fargo, formerly own following among young State Securities Commissioner
said.
director of women's affairs for the people, farmers, the elderly. He Robert Holte of Mandan regards
"Yes, l'U disclose the source of
All this power production is North Dakota Farmers Union and, doesn't need me to win elec- his chances of running as "re·
campaign contributions. Th7 vast necessary, Link said, "because before that, a rural school teacher tions. "
mote." J. Phillip Johnson, a
majority of contributions will be without it this entire area could in Williams County.
Fargo attorney who was appointfrom individuals ... l'm not sure conceivably be facing brownouts
ed to the Supreme Court by Gov.
we're prepared to project a and blackouts by 1980. "Those
Like Link, most Democrats
Link is highly regarded by many
campaign cost figure.
It wiJI who have been critical of the have not dismissed the possibility
Democrats. although he lost his
exceed Sl00,000 but I can' t put cautious, orderly development of an independent candidacy by
bid for a full IO year term on the
my finger right on it.''
will commit us to a situation much someone opposed to the govbench. Gov. Link has said Johnson would be "an acceptable
less desireable than we've been ernor' s energy policy.
They
Do you expect an independent lead to believe," Link· said. But especially fear Jim Jungroth , who
candidate." He has not said the
candidate to enter the race?
he didn' t elaborate.
spoiled what Democrats are cersame of Johanneson.
Democrats don't have a cantain would have been a Guy
"You can never fully predict
Incumbent Olson. whose major
The conference closed with a victory in the 1974 U.S. Senate didate for secretary of state, a
things like that, but I don' t forsee question about the North Dakota race. Jungroth, they reason, may post held by Ben Meier for two publicity has been associated with
it."
100 survey, a poll which seeks wish to ruin a Link race for a decades. One name suggested: an effort to stop all gambling in
North Dakotans's suggestions second term in favor of Elkin, State Rep. Ruth Meiers of Ross. the state--every form of games of
What about tax reduction? Do about what the state should be whose energy policy, they fear, District Four Democrats refused chance is ill~gal here--is regardt:d
you have recommendations?
like at the statehood centennial in may be more attractive to land- to re-endorse her at their conven- as vulnerable by the Democrats,
1989. "Tell us what you want for owners, environmentalists and tion in April. The Democratic who ha,en't held the attorney
candidate in 1972 was Dan generalship for decades. They'd
' 'l will make recommendations North Dakota,'' reporters urged.
other coal conservatives.
Rylance of Grand Forks. He has a like to stop him this year. If
for tax reductions. I want to
emphasize an increase in the
"I want North Dakota to be as
Jungroth hasn ' t made any legislative seat to defend this re·elected. Olson wilt be a major
year. Meier hasn' t revealed his contender for his party's nomdeduction for dependents. We nearly like it is today as pos- commitments ·
plans·-but he is widely expected ination for the U.S. Se nate seat
should have some mechanism to sible," Link said. "Those areas
to seek another term.
trigger a tax reduction if the we haven' t adequately protected,
now held by Milton Yol!ng.
general fund balance reaches a we should protect. One of the
Yol:ng's term expires in 1980.
There is no announced can· The Senator will be 82 that year
certain level, say in the range of things we must emphasize is the
didate in either party for the state and he isn't likely to make an
IO to 20 per cent of the total soil, the care and protection of our
auditor's job. The incumbent. effort to retain his seat. Olson, a
budget. Either the tax depart· soil.
Robert Peterson, is a candidate liberal. was a Young loyalist in
ment or the leg!slative budget
for the Republican gubernatorial 1974 when $Orne Republican
committee mlflllt lie able to
'· want North Dakota to be a
endorsement. If he doesn't get regulars wanted'hirn to s tep aside
decide the level.''
safe place and a healthy place, as
that. he may choose to seek for some younger
healthy and safe and wholesome
candidate.
another term as auditor. The Olson might also choose to move
In answer to questions about as it is today. If we must, we
Democratic
candidate in 1972 was across the hall of the capitol to the
energy development, the gover· should make improvements."
Peg Pokorny of Jamestown.
nor said:
governor's office. He's said he's
So far the only candidate who's
" I want North Dakota to
ambitious--and that his ambitions
announced
for
lieutenant
gov·
The contest for state treasurer point toward Washington, how"Our response has been real· continue to be a place which
is is likely to be the third fall of a
istic, cautious and in the best shows appreciation for the heri- ernor (besides Gerhardt)
ever.
interests of our people. We've tage which is ours. Most of us are Wayne Sanstead. the Democratic fight between Bernice Ashl'oridge
incumbent. Sanstead told a and Walter Christianson. Christaken into consideration the total first or second generation Amer·
needs of the area. North Dakota icans, the sons and grandsons of Bismarck news conference that he tianson is the incumbent. He
is not an island that doesn't need pioneer homesteaders. On the be lieves his job should become a defeated Ashbridge in 1972. She
to do business with the rest of the 100th birthday of the state, I'd full time one--but not until 1981. beat him in 1968. He was first
"The next four years should be elected in 1964. For the past four
world."
like to be able to transmit as much
of those qualities to our children's used to determine the exact areas years, Christianson has used the
Any regrets about any of the children and then to their children of responsibility the office might treasurer's pos t·-now an almost
permits you've granted for coal so that they can glean from them acquire," Sanstead said. Among purely ceremonial one since the
areas he suggested were energy Accounts and Purchases Depart·
development?
the values we have. We must
coordination, trade tiason with ment keeps the state's book and
continue to protect our enviforeign
governments or corpor- the treasurer merely deposits the
"No, no regrets."
ronment, our social, economic.
The insurance commissione rations, ombudsman or watchdog state's rnoney--as a forum for
spiritual and moral values. ' '
for citizens, the governor's rep· press releases and meddling in ship doesn't attract much attenDick Elkin, a Republican gubresentative on state boards and statehouse politics . Ashbridge tion. The incumbent is J .0 . (Bud)
ernatorial candidate, argues that
agencies and at ribbon cuttings has been working in the State Wigen, a Republican. Democrats
you've taken care of out of state
don't have a candidate to chaland dedications.
Land Department. She'd like to lenge him , although Byron Knut·
companies first and given local
move back to the treasurer's son, who lost a close race for the
utilities a hard time.
This year, for the first time, the office.
Public Service Commission in
lieutenant governor will be e·
'' Some one in his position
1974, has suggested he might be
lected
on a ticket with the
(Elkin is chairman of the Public
The Republican gubernatorial governor- like the arrangement
interested. Democrats are chary
Service Commission) had better
race looks about the same as it did
about Knutson, however. Some
between the U.S.president and
set a better record than he's
last time we wrote about it. Did the vice president. Sanstead has
blame him for spoiling their
evidenced to this point. The PSC
Elkin still appears to be the Link's support for the job.
chances of victory in the PSC
has a great deal of responsibility
leader, but there are rt.mblings of
contest in November of 1974 by
for reclamation and planq siting.
a "get Elkin drive" among the
defeating party endorsee Ailsa
No Republican has announced
He's got some proving to do."
other candidates:
State Sen. for the pos1t1on. The man who
Simonson in the primary. Other
Robert Melland, who is chairman
observers blame the party for that
Would your criticism cover the of the Legislative Council, State wins the party's gubernatorial
one. Democrats just didn't contriendorsement is expected to be
entire Commission,
including
Rep. Robert Reimers, the speaker allowed to name his running
campaign.
The incumbent attorney gen- bute much to his
Democrat Bruce Hagen?
of the N. D. House of Reperal, Allen I. Olson, is a candidate Other Democrats reluctant to give
mate .
resentatives, and State Auditor
Knutson
the
endorsement
for the
for endorsement at the Republi" Yes, but Elkin is the chair·
Robert Peterson.
Sanstead said his suggestion can convention. For this spot, job wonder what he knows about
man.
He is accountable for
for a full time lieutenant governor Democrats have an enthusiastic insurance . Knutson has loote<i at
whether or not the Commission
Again, some personal obserrunning for labor commissioner,
is a logical outgrowth of this candidate in Kent Johanneson,
responds effectively.' '
vations: Reimers is 1ikely to change in election procedure. He whose father preceded Olson in but that spot's not open this time
benefit from an early effort to ' get
the post. Many Democratic Party around.
What about taxation of the Elkin.' If that effort bogs down, said his own ambition is to move regulars distrust Johanneson,
on to other elective positions on
energy industry?
though, Peterson may
gajn the state level. He said he enjoys however, because he ran against
Incumbent Agriculture Comvotes on later ballots.
I
Olson in the Republican primary
'']' m for the percentage of wou1dn 't be surprised to see him government but "I don't feel and came within 280 votes of missioner Myron Just invited the
value severa·nce tax. The distrib- walk away with the nomination. this·· the lieu te nant governorship·· winning. The ballots were re· press to his farm at Berlin to
ution formula should be altered so My betting is still on an early is the type of job one should counted before Olson was secure announce that he'll seek his first
continue to serve in in a confull term. Just was appointed by
that more money goes back to the Elkin victory, however.
in the Republican nomination. Gov. Link when Arne Dahl, who
sistent pattern.'
counties. ''
Johanneson backers, which group was re·elected in 1972, died.
Again, that's not a prediction.
He described Gov. Link as includes a number of prominent
Link said he didn' t originate
WestJRiver Democrats: argue in a
the phrase "go slow policy" but I'm a lousy gambler. lt's all " one of the hardest working circular distributed to delegates ,
Next page, please
governors in the history of this
that he believes it characterizes illegal , you know.
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Politics
The only Republican who'!
announced for the job is forme1
State Sen. William Thoreson o1
York. He's an elevator operater
A number of prominent Republicans n ~ earlier mentioned for
the post. These include Jack
Dahl, former president of the
North Dakota Stockmen's Associ-

ation, and State Sen. H. Kent
Jones of Webster, whom the

parry endorsed for the job in
1972. Dahl beat him in the
primary.

Just is considered very desireable political property. His effort

to coordinate a farmers wheat
pool attracted a great deal of
attention.
Farmers responded
well to the idea and so far, it
hasn't faltered.
Incumbem Byron Dorgan, a
Democrat, is the only announced
candidate for the tax commissioner's job. He's regarded as a
very strong candidate. Dorgan
told a Bismarck news conference
that this will be his last term in
office. Republicans haven't yet
found any one to challenge
Dorgan, whose political ambitions
also point to Washington.

ca~~r;:t:~!:";/e?e:~:r~~

i~= ._________

Public Service Commission. He's
the PSC's senior member and
nowcarriesitsstripminereclamation portfolio. Former Gov. Guy
appointed him in 1961. He was
elected to a six year term in 1964,
and re-elected in 1970.
Republicans have a contest for
the endorsement for this spot on
the three member Commission.
Both State Rep.Eugene Laske of
Oakes and Edith Kjos of Bismarck
have said they want the job. The
Republican Party now controls
the Commission. Dick Elkin is
the chairman and Ben Wolf, whq
.. defeated Knutson in 1974, is the
third member.
For I superintendent of public
instruction--a post which M.F.
Peterson will be leaving after a
quarter century--there are three
candidates: Howard Snortland,
who is thought of as a Democrat
but who says he'll take the
endorseme:it from
whichever
party wants him; Lowell Jensen,
who'll go to the Republican
convention; and David Lee, who'll
go to the Democratic conclave.
The superintendent's job is
considered non-partisan, but each
party endorses a candidate whose
name will appear on the no party
ballot in September. In the past,
the right wing has placed a
candidate in the primary. That
could happen this year, too. In a
three way primary race, the low
man would be eliminated. The
two leaders earn spots on the
general election ballot.

So there you have it... once
around the ballot ... a
ba11ot
crowded with hopefuls but with
several conspicuous bare spots.
Of the incumbents listed here,
seven are Democrats, six Republicans. Most of the names you'll
see on your ballots in September
and November are on this list.
With that, happy electioneering. We'll check the political
arena again after the conventions.

"'!"________..,_______________________IZJ.:.;~fi,,li:i:~::i::.-l

SL.URRY
M arvin
• GCOAL
ardens on M onopo1y
For the second year in a row, one third of the federal
Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA)
budget will go to the military.
ERDA's fiscal 1977 budget is SS.2
billion.
Approximately SJ. 7 biUion is earmarked for research on
nuclear weapons, atomic reactors for naval vessels and
space nuclear systems.
Only three per cent of the 1977 ERDA budget is
devoted to solar and wind energy research and part of
that goes to the military. ERDA has announced plans
topayforsolarMatillfl nd<OCIMC
.
Air Force Base shopping centers in the Southwest.

financial assistance in hiring an impact planner. The
two companies told the local officials they didn't have
the money.

.,.Of taxes

ur

GENEROUS GIVING
It's been disclosed that United Power Association
and Cooperative Power Association, two Minnesota
cooperatives which are jointly constructing a 1.000
megawatt power plant in McLean County, have each
given S30,000 to the North Dakota Heritage Center
fund. In contrast to this generosity, the two companies
rejected a request by McLean County officials for

and wheat

NOT BREAKING EVEN
Ralph Dewing, director of the Coal lrnpact Office,
which distributes the severance tax and coal conversion
privilege tax monies, has released the energy tax pay
back rates for local communities, using McLean County
as an example. He pointed out that UPA/ CPA 's power
plant and mine will generate $4,250,000 in taxes when
fv.Uy
th· toial,
only JJ.6 per cent or $487,500 will be paid to McLean
County. On the other hand, an impact report on the
county, prepared by the agricultural economics
department at North Dakota State University,
concludes that McLean County will be S2 million short
of meeting its obligations by 1979. The report also
concludes that the 'cumulative fiscal balance' of the
area will"'remain negative throughout most of the life of
the plant."

tional.

vet·===-..,
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An excerpt from the minutes of the May 26 meeting
of the North Dakota Lignite Council

,,..1.e:; of anc..
.•do been suggestec.
Schratwieser asked all
or ideas they may have r e lat
- ", a,,d expresse .. .
that new by-laws could be ado(.
.,e 1976 annual meeting.
l'rt:ident Rovelstad then commended Sc,1.catwieser and his committee on
the excellent work and effort put forth, and those present ~xpressed
th~ same sentiments.
The meeting was the n r e ces sed for lunch, after which a
presentation was made by Dr. Donald Hastings, D.V.M., relative to
research he had conducted involving miscarriages in cattle near a
power plant. Hastinqs pointed out that he was not in a position to
make conclusive statements, but that it appeared to him a potential
problem existed, and he felt the industry should be the first to
be made aware of thi s potential. Members present expressed their
gratitude to Dr. Hastings for his pr~sentation, as well as for the
fact that he had come to indus try first rather than going to the
press or to environme ntal organizations which might misconstrue the
information.
Details next issu e
- convened at 1:50 p.m. Forrest Johnson
The meetinc· tes Powe r Company had been involved in
around th~r
· --r 0 1 "'
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Marvin Gardens on Monopoly
Given this inadequacy in the present energy taxation
system, it seems important to point out that the tax
package was 'iron fisted' through the last legislative
session by State Sen. Robert Stroup, who chaired the
Finance and Taxation Committee, and other members
of the Republican majority leadership. It should be
noted, as well, that the Republican leadership and the
energy lobby will make a concerted attempt to change
the pay back formula without actually raising the
revenues received through the taxes even though it is
obvious that no amount of 'rearranging the furniture' is
going to give this state enough money to meet the
tremendous capital outlays required to pay the social
costs of coal development.

Energy Tax Pay Back
Total receipts in energy taxes from McLean County
when UPA/CPA plant and mine are operational:
Sl.5 million--coal ,conversion privilege tax
S2. 75 million--coal .;everance tax
S4.25 million--tax revenue generated in McLean
County
Energy Taxation Pay Back Formula:
State general fund--46.5 per cent--Sl.975 million
State trust fund--14.4 per cent--S825,000
Coal Impact Office--22.6 per cent--S%2,S00
County general fund--6.5 per cent--$277,500
County school fund--3.7 per cent--SIS7,500
Cities in the county--1.3 per cent--S52,500
Source: Ralph Dewing, N.D. Coal Impact Office
A SHIFTING DANGER?

North Dakota Congressman Mark Andrews has
waffled on the issue of the new synthetic fuels bill
presently before the Congress. The bill would provide
$4 billion in federal loan guarantees for coal
gasification, oil shale and solar energy development.
Andrews voted against an earlier Fllrd Administration
bill which would have provided S6 billion in federal
loan guarantees to synthetic fuels.
This time Andrews says the bill is better because of
the addition of solar encqn and a limit on the amount of
money which can go to coal gasification plants. The bill
provides that no more than 50 per cent of the funds be
used for gasification projects. The new bill, however.
still does not guarantee that the country will ever see
any synthetic fuels at competitive cost. Moreover,
Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line Company, which
intends I to build a gasificaction plant near Beulah, has
said their plant cannot be built without this federal
money.
Members of the Mercer County Landowners
Association. who oppose the gasification project, have
sent Andrews petitions opposing the plant which were
signed by 1.500 landowners.

In another matter, Andrews recently told Minnesota
foes of the Garrison Diversion Project that "If they
want to play hard ball, then by golly, we'll play hard
ball." He was referring to Minnesota Congressman
Donald Fraser's amendment to delete funding for the
Lonetree Reservoir from this year· s appropriation for
Garrison Diversion. Andrews' idea of hardball is telling
us he has found enviroJJmental experts who will testify
that a proposed high voltage transmission line going
from North Dakota to Minnesota has "a deleterious
effect on the health of the people in the area involved. •·
This threat is quite perplexing in that the power lines
will apparently damage North Dakotans only if
Minnesotans continue to oppose parts of the Garrison
Diversion Project.
All this reminds me of the story of a town containing
a factory which was emitting far more poUutants than
legal standards allowed. This caused the people of the
town a lot of anxiety and consternation. But the
standards were raised to the point where the factory
was no longer violating the law. Then, the citizens of
the town were very thankful that the factory was no
longer a danger to their lives.
SULFUR AND WHEAT

Jack Anderson's column of May 23 contains some
alarming quotes from a report on air pollution which is
soon to be released by the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee. The report quotes the National
Academy of Sciences as saying the present methods of
gauging air pollution are not proven andare possibly
unreliable. "It is impossible at this time to establish an
ambient air concentration for any pollutant other than
zero below which it is certain that no human beings will
be adversely affected," the report says.
The House Committee report indicates that there is
mountingevidence that humans and plant life are
adversely affected by long term lower levels of pollution
as well as from short duration intensive levels.
Air pollution, especially pollution from sulfur
dioxide, which is produced in coal burning power
plants. is costing farmers millions of dollars in crop
damage. according to the study. In fact. it has been
documented that sulfur dioxide at half the present
allowable standards, has caused a 15 per cent reduction
in wheat yield.
The destruction of crops like wheat, barley, oats,
alfalfa and other green, leafy plants is especially
alarming to North Dakota and other Northern Great
Plains states whose economies arc based on
agriculture.
SULFUR IN NORTH DAKOTA

North Dakota politicians have authorized the
construction and operation of power plants generating
3,939 megawatts of electricity, including the three 440
megawatt plants permitted at the last North Dakota
Water Commission meeting.
According to statistics from the North Dakota Health
Department, these plants, excluding the Basin Electric

The Missouri:
Corps of Engineers
plan hearings
on the river's course
The future of the Missouri River, its valley and its
reservoirs will be discussed at a public meeting in
Bismarck June 28. a Monday. The meeting, set for the
auditorium of the Highway Building on the capitol
grounds. is one of a series planned throughout the
Upper Missouri Basin by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers which hopes "to be responsive to the views
and desires of the residents of this area and others with
an interest in the development of the Upper Missouri, "
according to the agency's announcement of the
meetings.
The meetings will consider the results of the Corps'
study of six specific problems along the Missouri's
main stem. As identified in a report accompanying the
meeting announcement, the six problem study areas
are electric power production, bank erosion, waterlogging. recreation and fish and wildlife, navigation
and water use.
The Corps maintains that its study has not produced a
plan "with the accompanying suggestion of decisions
already made." Instead. the Corps's announcement
said. "It is evident that here is ihe raw material out of
which a number of plans could be made ... Some coursts
of action have been shown to offer little or no prospctt
for accomplishment at this time; they are not discussed
further. Those which remain are now subject to review
by all concerned; only after weighing every view can we
settle upon a supportable plan for action ...
NAVIGATION

The Corps said na\.igation on the Upper Missouri
"has always been physically po:,.sible" but rejected it
as "thoroughly unfeasible ... no course of action is
supportable'" al this tune- Two pos\ihlc routes were
1d d . 0
11tillTin~ th M• oun- ~itr
m ---~~from Sioux Citv. Iowa, to Fort Benton. Mom.7 would
cost Sl2.4 billiOn and have a cost benefit ration of .29.
If the !.ystem ended at a state line port west of
Williston. N.D., the cost would be SS.9 billion and the
cost benefit ratio .06. The second route would utilize
the James River Valley to Jamestown, N.D. From that
point, a canal would be built westward to Garrison
Reservoir. The coc;t of constructing such a s.tystem to
the Montana 1 North Dakota border would be SS.8
billion. Building it to Fort Benton would cost $12.4
billion. The cost benefit ratio of the first alternative is
.10, of the second ..JO. A ratio between benefits and
costs of at least one to one is necessary to justify
construction. A ratio of .JO means that the nation would
realize only JO cents of benefit for every dollar spent on
the project.

880 megawatt and the Montana Dakota Untilities 440

megawatt power plant. will emit about 531 tons of
sulfur dioxide per day. Assuming that the three 440
megawatt units just approved will emit about 70 t?n~ of
sulfur dioxide daily, another 210 tons of sulfur d1ox1dc
would be emitted daily. That would be a daily total of
741 tons of sulfur dioxide emitted into North Dakota air.

Be
a winner
with
The

'
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$1 0 American
per year

from Box 723 , Mandan, 58554

The Environmental Policy Center of Washington,
D.C., estimates the sulfur dioxide pollution for the city
of Los Angeles to be 170 tons per day. This means that
North Dakota's politicians have authorized construct10n
of power plants which will produce more than four
times the s ulfur dioxide load of Los Angeles each and
every day.

Sulfur Output by Source
Po!lution Source
Size in Megawatts
Basin Electric Unit I 210
Basin Electric Unit 2 440
MDU Heskitt Plant 100
Minnkota--Young Station 235
Minnkota--Square Butte 440
Amoco Oil Refiney, Mandan
United Power, Stanton 180
UPA/CPA Coal Creek 972
Basin Electric--Antelope Valley 880
MDU--Coyote I 440

Sulfur Dioxide
Output
70 tons/day
94 tons/ day
14 tons/ day
77 tons/ day
61 tons/day
13 tons/ day
44 tons/day
168 tons/day
140 tons/day
70 tons/ day

Information for sulfur dioxide levels for all plants
except Basin Antelope Valley and MDU Coyote are
from "Inventory of Regional Power Plants Present and
Future, Beulah, N.D.,Reglon,Job Number 11110, Aug.
8, 1975," North Dakota State Health Department.
Figures for Basin Antelope Valley and MDU Coyote are
extrapolated from this material.

Despite the Corps' conclusion that na\"igation on the
Upper Missouri is not ft!asible. a leading critic of the
Corps insists that the issue is not dead.
According to John Marlin of the Coahrion on
American Rivers. ··There are probably tv.o major
reasons for the renewed interest in the Missouri. First
is the fact that the future of the existing navigation
project to Sioux City is threatened by a lack of water as
other users make demands on water. The Corps fears
that withdrawals from the Missouri may even have an
adverse impact on Mississippi navigation. A channel to
Montana would allow the Corps to take steps to
improve the lower Missouri and commit the nation to
maintaining it at all costs. The second reason is that
the West-Central states
now have no major
com mitment to navigation. Extending this pork barrel
program to Montana would help garner Congressional
support for the rest of the system."
Marlin insists that the Corps has "begun a low key
campaign to move navigation projects away from the
traditional/benefit justification and into the 'Navig.1tion
is good for the public thus we should have it' realm.'
Development of a navigation channel on the Upper
Missouri would "disrupt much if not all of the
remaining free flowing portions of the river and much
of the river bottom habitat," likely create a need for
additional dams on Missouri River tributaries and
adversely affect the region·s railroads. Marlin said.
"Revenue lost to barges will be made up or offset by
higher rates to shippers of manufactured goods and
agricultural shippers located away from the river. more
abandonment~ or reduced service,·· Marlin wrore in a
June 10 me morandum to conservationists and
landowners in the Missouri Basm.
Next page, please
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Navigation, hydro-power in its future?
A levee system, tile drainfields, wellpoint dewatering,
land acquisition and drainage improvements. The first
three procedures were far more costly than land
acquisition which in turn is a measure local landowners
are not yet willing to accept. At a cost of 5500,000
removal of surface water via an improved drainage
canal, addition of flap gates to the canal, and pumping
over flap gates during high water on the Missouri River
can be provided within a tyear. These steps can
probably be taken within existing [legal] authority.
Whether they will provide a long term remedy depends
upon whether water surfaces continue to rise as a r-csult
of sediment buildup in the headwaters of Lake
Sakakawea. If not, continued observation may lead to
the conclusion that Congressional action leading to
federal acquisition of an interest in the land may be the
only permanent solution. Even as a temporary solution,
however, modification of the surface drainage has
merit, if it can delay the capital investment for land
acquistion for one year, it will have paid for itself. lo
actuality, it is expected to be effective for a minimum of
five years."

r---1
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The Corps' suggestions for action below Bismarck
are much less specific. The report indicates, ''The area
of principal concern is a left [east] bank reach extending
five miles or so downstream of Memorial Bridge
[Highway 10] at Bismarck. The land lies in the path of
the city"s growth; property owners have expressed no
desire to sell or otherwise convert land from
developmental 1use... lt is important that land use
planning and well-managed land zoning be implemented in this area.
Otherwise inappropriate
construction--basements, for example--could pose the
threat of serious loss to unwitting future buyers."

·1
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The Corps study area, 1,530 miles of the Missouri River
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Nevertheless. the report notes, "Possible federal
courses of action are presently indeterminate."
HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER
The hydro-electric production capacity of the
mainstem dams could be increased by 3dding as many
as 12 turbines in flood control tunnels at existing dams,
the Corps said. Of these, eight have proven feasible in
preliminary study. Three additional turbines could be
a.,dded at Garrison Reservoir in North Dakota, four at
ort Randall Dam in South Dakota, and one at Fon

Peck Dam in Montana. These eight new turbines could
produce a total of 570 megawatts of additional power.
A pumped storage system in Gregory County, S.D ..
could produce an additional 1,180 megawatts--a total
new generation of 1.650 megawatts or the equivalent of
four large coal fired electrical generating plants.
Addition of these hydro-electric turbines would
create several problems, the Corps concedes. Water
releases from the reservoirs would increase in I velocity.
The river level would fluctuate more markedly than it
now does. The first would aggravate an already
serious bank erosion problem. The second could affect
fish and wildlife as well as irrigation systems taking
water directly from the river.

In a pump back system like that suggested for
Gregory County, water would be pumped into a smaller
reservoir during hours of low electricity demand and
released back into the larger reservoir--Lake Francis
Case--when additional power was needed.
The
Gregory County site is immediately practical, the Corps
report notes, but ''Many such sites could be developed
in the upper basin as required by future [electrical) load
growth."
BANK EROSION
The most senous instances of bank erosion on the
Upper Missouri are between Garison Dam and the Lake
Oahe headwaters and below Gavins Point Dam in South
Dakota.

The Corps report notes that "bank erosion by the
Missouri River is as old as the river itself. In its natural
state, the ·river meandered widely, eroding and
destroying its adjacent flood plain. As a part of the
process, however, the river would deposit the eroded
material in other locations, thus forming what is
known as new accreted land. After construction of the
main stem system, the erosion process was retarded
somewhat, but still remains of great concern to
residents of the area. From the viewpoint of individual
riparian landowners, erosion, although not a predictable and consistent annual occurrence, is a threat
that may result in serious land losses and operational
disruptions. Moreover, since construction of the main
stem dams, the accretion phase of the cycle has been
eliminated and the loss to our economy of productive
lands eroded is no longer offset by any gains.
Consequently, the high valley lands are giving way to a
continually widening belt of low sandbars and river
channels."
The Corps reports, "Bank erosion along the Missouri
river between Garrison Dam and Bismarck has been a

source of concern for much of the two decades the dam
has been in operation. Along the 85 miles of open river.
some 130 miles of bankline are still potentially subject
to erosion, with an estimated land loss of 75 acres per
year." About 20 miles of river bank are protected by
rock jetties.
Three alternative solutions to the problem are
discussed in the Corps's report.The first is purchase of a
buffer strip on each side of the river. Notes the fCorps,
"Due to uncertainties as to where erosion will attack,
many thousands of acres would have to be acquired.''
A second alternative is "further structural protection
of the banks on a selective basis. "This would "permit
the river to meander between its present high banks,
greatly retarding any further erosion, but still
preserving existing land forms, riverine habitat and
channel capacity." Such an approach has been
criticized as "channelization" of the river, but the
Corps insisted " hard protection would not be used.
Instead, river managing techniques would be employed." The Corps suggested
eliminating the
fluctuating flows from the mainstem dams as a third
alternative but insisted, ''This would undoubtedly fail
the test of time since it would not significantly reduce
erosion losses and would provide no accretion gains.''
Stabilizing releases of water from the resei::voirs would
"seriously diminish the power peaking capacity of the
main stem reservoirs ... rule out consideration of
additional generators and cut output of the existing
power plants during critical periods of peak demand.' '
At Garrison Dam. the Corps said, the reduction in
capacity could be as high as SO per cent and the
replacement cost of this electric power as much as S6
million.
In South Dakota, bank erosion between Fort Randall
and Gavins Point Dams is less severe than between
Garrison and Oahe. An area of special interest, the
Corps said, is the Karl Mundt Wildlife Refuge "where
caving banks have taken a toll of cottonwood trees used
by fishing and resting eagles."

RECREATION

The Corps identified two areas of the river as suitable
for inclusion in federal river protection legislation ..
These are the reach above Fort Peck Reservoir, which
qualified for designation as a Wild and Scenic River,
~
ft'l'lte"5
n Point nd Ponca City,
Nebr., which would be classified as a recreational river.
At main stem reservoir sites, the Corps said,
"development of additional recreation areas and
facilities will take place in the future as the needs and
capabilities of non.federal entities to cost•share in such
developments dictate. ''
Sub-impoundments at Fort Randa11 and Oahe could
be built to enhance reservoir fishing, the Corps
suggested. That would require further study by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the South Dakota
state government, however.
WATER USE

The Corps' report presents no recommendations for
changes in operations of the main stem reservoirs
affecting water use. The Corps noted, however, "With
the passage of time, it is only prudent to review the
management and operation of a large scale system
such as the main stem reservoirs to determine: The
capability of the system to meet current and future
water uses (as they emerge and change), the changes
in operation or purposes of the system, the
environmental, social and economic impacts of any
possible changes, and the ways in which change can
come about."
This will require cooperation of state and federal
agencies, the Corps said. Affected states--Montana,
North and South Dakota and Nebraska--"believed it
premature to address this subject in its entirety before
they had an opportunity to !update their state water
plans and assess water needs."

WATERLOGGING

PUBLIC COMMENT

Waterlogging is caused by a rise in the water table at
the headwaters of the giant mainstem reservoirs "to a
point where the usefulness of land, whether for farming
or human occupancy is impaired," the Corps said. This
problem is especially severe in the headwaters area of
Lake Sakakawea in the Buford/ Trenton area of North
Dakota and in the headwaters of Oahe Reservoir near
Bismarck. The area below Fort Randall Dam to
Niobrara. Nebr., is also affected. The Corps notes, "All
of the problems in these areas can be traced to changes
in hydrologic characteristics of the river resulting from
operation of the main stem system.'' Prediction of
future trends is "difficult," the Corps said.

The Corps report avoids any recommendations for
action. "Each of you must make that decision for
himself, " the report says.

At Buford/ Trenton, an irrigation area just east of the
Montana/ North Dakota border, the Corps has what
it calls ''a definite plan" to control waterlogging. Says
the report: "Numerous alternatives were considered:

Col. Harry F. Mumma, division engineer
Missouri Rher Division/ Corps of Engineers

To gather the public's comments on the future of the
nation's longest river is the purpose of the series of
meetings. The meehng in Bismarck will begin at l :30
p.m. June 28 in the Highway Auditorium in Bismarck.
Other meetings will be held June 29 at Great Falls,
Mont.. June 30 at Pierre. S.D .. and July 1 at Yankton,
S.D.
Written comments may be addressed to:

Post Office Box 103 Downtown Stat.Ion
Omaha, Nebraska 68101

Dear Reader:
You are holding The ONLOOKER, a new magazine for orth
Dakota. You may not have seen thts publtcation before. If not, you'll be
surprised to learn that we're halfway through our second year in bu ine
The fir t ONLOOKER appeared Jan 31. 1975, during North Dakota's Forty
Fourth Legislative Assembly. Our coverage of that event e tablished The
ONLOOKER as an important new voice in this state's journalism.
After you've read this issue, you won't be surpri ed that The
in orth
Dakota. We've doubled our circulation since the first of thi year.

ONLOOKER is among the· fastest growing news publication

g

You may be surprised: though, at the depth and variety of our
coverage. This issue we discuss politics and the future of The Mis ouri
River. Marvin Gardens, a frequent contributor to these pages, adds ome of
his opinion about coal development and its impact on our live . In the past.
we've written about natural resources, agriculture. sport , politic . people
and places. Our coverage of the Minot flood and the controversy urrounding
its control won praise from each side of the issue. The ONLOOKER's
reporting of this winter's farm protest over grain prices was the mo t
thorough available. Our coverage of coal development is unequalled. We
broke the news about ootash exploration in northwestern North Dakota more
than 15 months ago, in February. 1975.
The ONLOOKER provide
unexcelled coverage of North Dakota's mo t popular spectator port, politics,
as wen.
All in all, we think you'll find The O LOOKER a lively addition to
your reading. We hope you'll use the coupon on this page to order your
·ubscription. The price is $10 American for a year. For $25, you can order
three one year subscriptions (surprise your friend ) or one three year
subscription (a sure yourself of good reading now and two years from now).
In return for •our check, we'll mail you The ONLOOKER, the news magazine
for North Dakota, twice each month.

Mike and Suezette Bieri Jacobs
P.S. for regular subscribers: Please note our change of addre s. Our
busine s, thanks to you, has outgrown the old mailbox.

The ONLOOKER

Box 723
Mandan, N.D., 58554

ccond Class Postage

Paid at M ndan, N.D., 58554

The ONLOOKER is published
twice each month by Mike and
Suezette Bieri Jacobs at 308 6th
Ave. N.W., Mandan, N.D. Thi
Number 11 of Volume Two.
Sub cription price is S10 American per year.
Entire contents
copyright
1976 by Mike Jacob •
Second class po. tagc is paid at
Mandan, N.D., 58554.
Po tma ter: Please end Form
3579 to The ONLOOKER, Bo
723, Mandan, N.D., 58554.

There is not much one man can do, but
he can tell a story the way he sees it.

